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Flipping the Script of Faith
Angle and Talking Points
Many of us have a deep-seated belief that we have to do all we can to please God
and that the spiritual journey is about us finding our way to him. But the good
news is the Bible tells a different story. God is doing all he can to get to us.
When we encounter him, we become unlost and discover the joy of being found
by the One we are looking for.
• Gives fresh language to the gospel story
• Emphasizes discipleship—following Christ is more than “getting saved”
• Incorporates missional concepts into what it means to follow Christ
Author Biography

Unlost: Being Found by the One We Are Looking For
February 2014
$16, 169 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-4415-9

Michael Hidalgo is the lead pastor of Denver Community
Church, which under his leadership has grown from forty
people to over fifteen hundred. A graduate of Grand Rapids
Theological Seminary, Michael served alongside Ed Dobson as
a teaching pastor at Calvary Church in Grand Rapids, Michigan. With the ONE Campaign and Malaria No More, Michael
has addressed thousands nationally. He writes regularly for
Relevant magazine and Sojourners. Michael, his wife and three
children live in Denver.
michael-hidalgo.com

“Michael Hidalgo is a gift—as a pastor, a thinker, a leader. This is a book you can’t afford to miss.”
—MARGARET FEINBERG, author of Wonderstruck

“Michael has a true talent for seeing an ancient problem in a very new and redemptive light. For
millennia, humanity has worked from the pretext that we are able to ‘find God.’ Our ‘lostness’ has been
demonstrated by an arrogance that has compounded the pain of our separation from God. With depth
and humor, Michael helps us realize that God has not lost us, and when we allow him to, he embraces us.
Not only can I enthusiastically recommend this book, but I commend my friend Michael Hidalgo to you
as a man who has lived this story and loves God and his neighbors intensely.”
—JIM LISKE, president and CEO, Prison Fellowship Ministries
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Courage in the Face of Worry
Angle and Talking Points

anxious
anxious

choosing faith in
a world of worry

a m y si m pso n
author of Troubled Minds

Anxious: Choosing Faith in a World of Worry
October 2014
$15, 192 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-4314-5

Worry is a sin we don’t take very seriously. But it is serious—it amounts to
rejection of God’s sovereignty and damages our capacity for the life he calls us
to. Rooted in a theological misunderstanding of who God is, worry affects our
views of the nature of life in this world and our place in the universe. Overcoming worry starts not with a list of therapeutic steps, but with a reorientation
around God, who is not threatened by what scares us. In her new book, Anxious,
Amy Simpson:
• Demonstrates how our culture encourages and expects worry
• Makes a clear distinction between worry and clinical anxiety disorders
• Explores Bible passages that forbid worry, learning that God’s call for his
people to trust him was as difficult—and as sensible—then as it is today
• Helps readers understand how all worry hurts us and our relationship
with God
• Shows how worry keeps people from health and spiritual fulfillment
• Provides practical ideas to change their thoughts and behaviors and
reject worry
Author Biography
Amy Simpson is an editor at Christianity Today, leading
publishing efforts for GiftedForLeadership.com and serving as
senior editor of Leadership Journal. Amy is an award-winning
writer, contributing to many church ministry resources and
author of Troubled Minds: Mental Illness and the Church’s Mission. Amy is
married to Trevor Simpson, a licensed certified professional
counselor, and is mom to two girls. They live in Illinois.
amysimpsononline.com

“Amy Simpson challenges our popular approaches to worry. Many of us believe worrying isn’t a problem
for us; she helps us realize that it is. We often believe we can overcome worry through willpower or good
behavior. She helps us understand that it’s far more effective to address worry as a problem with the way
we think, rooted in what we believe about God. Here’s the good news: there is hope for all of us worried
people, and it’s found in faith.”
—ANITA LUSTREA, author of What Women Tell Me: Finding Freedom from the Secrets We Keep and host of
Midday Connection
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What Do You Want?
Angle and Talking Points
Within evangelical circles, desire is often seen as suspect. But the truth is that
we ignore our desires at our own peril. In Teach Us to Want, Jen Pollock Michel
honestly charts her own desires—holy and not so holy—and teaches us how to
name and submit our desires to God. Jen courageously examines her heart in
light of Scripture and through the lens of the Lord’s Prayer, revealing the
surprising truth that desire is essential to discipleship.
• How might our desires draw us closer to God?
• What can the Lord’s Prayer teach us about desire?
• How do we respond faithfully when we feel that the desires of our heart
have been denied?
• What is the relationship between desire, obedience and holiness?
• Why is it essential to be part of a Christian community as we navigate
our desires?
Author Biography

Teach Us to Want: Longing, Ambition & the Life of Faith
July 2014
$16, 208 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-4312-1

Jen Pollock Michel is a regular contributor for Christianity
Today’s Her.meneutics blog and writes for Today in the Word,
published by Moody Bible Institute. Jen earned her BA in
French from Wheaton College and her MA in literature from
Northwestern University. She lives in Toronto, Canada, with
her husband and five children.
jenpollockmichel.com

“As women, we often feel the urge to hide our longings, especially in the church. Through her own story
of fear, loss and God’s goodness, Jen stirs us to recover and reshape these desires in light of the kingdom
of God.”
—REBEKAH LYONS, author of Freefall to Fly

“Jen Pollock Michel fuses three things that make her book essential reading: deep insight, raw honesty
and radiant prose. She’s a terrific writer, an agile thinker and—if that were not enough—a fearless
witness to her own heart’s darkness and light. By inviting me deeply into the mess and beauty of her own
story, she has given me courage to step into the mess and beauty of my own—and, with her, to meet
afresh the One who awakens, names, purifies and meets all the desires of my heart.”
—MARK BUCHANAN,author of Your Church Is Too Safe
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Ladies, Let’s Talk About Sex
Angle and Talking Points

T hi n gs Y o u r
M ot he r N ev e r
T old Yo u

Kim Gaines Eckert
Author of Stronger Than You Think

Things Your Mother Never Told You: A Woman’s Guide
to Sexuality
January 2014
$15, 171 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-4309-1

In Things Your Mother Never Told You, experienced therapist and licensed psychologist
Kim Gaines Eckert offers theological and psychological insights to reveal who
women are as fundamentally relational, sexual, gendered beings, as well as how
they are called to reflect that loving, relational nature in the way they live out
their sexual, gendered lives.
• What are some of the damaging myths about sexuality that can keep women
from experiencing sexual wholeness?
• Where do these myths come from?
• What is the truth about our sexuality?
• We hear plenty about sex for married couples, but what about those who are
single, divorced or widowed?
• What is the path of healing for someone who has been sexually abused?
Author Biography
Dr. Kim Gaines Eckert is a licensed psychologist in Chattanooga, Tennessee, where she maintains a private counseling
practice at the Relationship Therapy Center. She teaches at Lee
University on an adjunct basis and is the clinical director of the
Lee University Play Therapy Center. She is also the author of
Stronger Than You Think and has published in Today’s Christian Woman,
Psycholog y for Living and Youth & Christian Education Leadership. Eckert is
a national speaker and has been featured on programs such as
Moody Radio’s Prime Time America and Midday Connection.
www.drkimeckert.com

“Redemptive, wise, practical, honest and tender, this book is a welcome addition to the conversation
about women’s sexuality.”
—SARAH BESSEY, author of Jesus Feminist

“A refreshingly grace-filled and intelligent discussion on the ever-daunting topic of sex. . . . Not only will
you find things your mother never told you, you will find things society, church and culture never told
you. These pages contain a no-nonsense honesty that, if applied, will change our lives and the lives of
those we seek to love.”
—SHAYNE MOORE, author of Refuse to Do Nothing
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Artful Commentary Series Now Complete
Angle and Talking Points
Published over a three-year span, Michael Card’s Biblical Imagination Series is
now coming to a close with the final volume, John: The Gospel of Wisdom, and its
companion CD, John: The Misunderstood Messiah.
In this series, Card invites readers to enter into Scripture as he does, at the
level of the imagination. Taking seriously the individual life of each Gospel
writer, these volumes help us reintegrate our minds with our hearts to recapture our imaginations for Christ. With these books and CDs, readers and
listeners get a clearer picture of what has motivated Card’s prolific output: a
simple desire to read and teach the Bible. Bringing together the author and the
musician under the heading of the “biblical imagination,” this series is a
touchstone in the career of this celebrated Christian artist.
The Biblical Imagination Series: 4 books, 4 CDs
Complete August 2014
BOOKS:
Matthew: The Gospel of Identity,
$18, 269 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-3812-7
Mark: The Gospel of Passion,
$16, 208 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-3813-4
Luke: The Gospel of Amazement,
$18, 272 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-3835-6
John: The Gospel of Wisdom,
$18, 240 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-4413-5
MUSIC CDs:
Matthew: The Penultimate Question
$12.98, 978-0-8308-3803-5
Mark: The Beginning of the Gospel
$12.98, 978-0-8308-3802-8
Luke: A World Turned Upside Down
$12.98, 978-0-8308-3801-1
John: The Misunderstood Messiah
$12.98, 978-0-8308-3804-2

“Imagine the possibilities if we could bring more of ourselves to the task of
listening to the Bible,” writes Card in the preface of Matthew: The Gospel of Identity.
“How many new connections might be made, and how many new insights might
come to the surface, all as a result of loving God by listening to him with all
that we are—all our hearts and all our minds.”
Author Biography
Michael Card has recorded over thirty-one albums, authored
or coauthored over twenty-four books, hosted a radio program
and written for a wide range of magazines during his thirty-year
career. An award-winning musician and performing artist, he
has penned such favorites as “El Shaddai,” “Immanuel” and
many other songs. His books include A Sacred Sorrow, A Violent Grace
and The Parable of Joy. A graduate of Western Kentucky University
with a bachelor’s and master’s degree in biblical studies, Card
also serves as mentor to many younger artists and musicians,
teaching courses on the creative process and calling the Christian recording industry into deeper discipleship. Card lives in
Tennessee with his wife and four children.
michaelcard.com

“Matthew: The Gospel of Identity shimmers with life. . . . Michael Card has captured our
imaginations with his books centering on the four Gospels, this being the third in the series. Providing the
back story, historical, and emotional context, he connects and weaves together the ‘Story’ from the two
testaments and places us squarely in the middle of the action—a distillation that reads like a Bible and a
film script. Dull hearts feel, blind eyes see, and disengaged minds connect to passages heard or read many
times—and to the person of Jesus.”
—WORSHIP LEADER MAGAZINE, July/August 2013
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Is Our Doctrine of Scripture Too Small?
Angle and Talking Points
From Dr. John H. Walton, author of the bestselling The Lost World of Genesis One,
and Dr. D. Brent Sandy, author of Plowshares & Pruning Hooks, comes a fascinating
new book that asks where scriptural authority was derived from in ancient oral
cultures and how it informs our doctrine of Scripture today.
“This book is about a lost world,” write Walton and Sandy. “But it’s not about a
search for lost books, or lost chalices or the lost Atlantis of Plato. This is a
search for a lost culture that had a significant effect on how the Bible was
written.” The authors answer questions like:
•
•
•
•

How did the scribal culture impact the creation of texts in the ancient world?
How should we view oral tradition in light of what we read in the Bible today?
How do our modern assumptions affect the reading of texts?
Should reading the Bible in light of oral tradition change how we feel
about inerrancy?

AND BIBLICAL AUTHORITY

Author Biography
The Lost World of Scripture: Ancient Literary Culture and
Biblical Authority
November 2013
$24, 320 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-4032-8

John H. Walton (PhD, Hebrew Union College) is professor of
Old Testament at Wheaton College. Previously he was professor
of Old Testament at Moody Bible Institute in Chicago, Illinois.
Some of his books include Ancient Near Eastern Thought and the Old
Testament, The Essential Bible Companion, Old Testament Today (with
Andrew Hill), Genesis (NIV Application Commentary) and The
IVP Bible Background Commentary: Old Testament (with Victor Matthews
and Mark Chavalas).
D. Brent Sandy (PhD, Duke University) teaches New Testament and Greek at Wheaton College. His books include
Plowshares & Pruning Hooks: Rethinking the Language of Biblical Prophecy and
Apocalyptic. He also edited (with Ron Giese) Cracking Old Testament
Codes: A Guide to Interpreting the Literary Genres of the Old Testament.

“Walton and Sandy have given us an important, even courageous, book. Firm advocates of the high
authority of Scripture, they fully understand the deficiencies of many evangelical conceptions concerning
the Bible’s literary production as well as its interpretation. Those who read and appreciate this book will
find their understanding of Scripture enriched and their love for God, its ultimate author, deepened.”
—TREMPER LONGMAN III, Robert H. Gundry Professor of Biblical Studies, Westmont College
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Will You Answer the Call?
Angle and Talking Points
“Will the church embody and articulate its only legitimate identity? Will God’s
people live as followers of Jesus?” Mark Labberton doesn’t just ask if you will
answer the call to follow Jesus—he makes you want to. In Called, Labberton
describes how we live in a time in which the church has lost its way, but the
potential for rediscovering our identity and reshaping our practice as Christians is great. Labberton points the way forward for renewal.

THE CRISIS AND PROMISE
OF FOLLOWING JESUS TODAY

Called: The Crisis and Promise of Following Jesus Today
October 2014
$16, 192 pages, hardcover
978-0-8308-3683-3

• Explores dissonance among Christians and non-Christians
• Displays our current situation of exile from the Promised Land in light of
younger generations’ apprehension toward church
• Articulates the need for leaders who understand both faith and culture, and
connects the two in a way that reflects God
• Emphasizes the need for a life rooted in “work”
Author Biography
Mark Labberton is president of Fuller Theological Seminary
in Pasadena, California. He previously served as Lloyd John
Ogilvie chair for preaching and director of the Lloyd John
Ogilvie Institute for Preaching.
Labberton came to Fuller after sixteen years as senior pastor of
First Presbyterian Church of Berkeley, California. He served as
chair of John Stott Ministries from 2001 to 2004 and co-chair
of the John Stott Ministries Global Initiative Fund from 2004
to 2007. Today he continues to contribute to the mission of the
global church as a senior fellow of International Justice
Mission. He is the author of The Dangerous Act of Loving Your Neighbor
and The Dangerous Act of Worship.

“Mark Labberton makes me uncomfortable in the best possible way: uncomfortable with my small life,
my small dreams and my small God. And yet in the midst of that holy discomfort he awakens hope that it
is possible to wake up to the real life . . . that we were created for.”
—ANDY CROUCH, executive editor, Christianity Today, on The Dangerous Act of Worship
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Can We Know the World and Love It?
Angle and Talking Points
Everyone thinks broadly about life—what we do, why we do it, and what
meaning it has. In his new book, Visions of Vocation, Steve Garber poses the
question, “Can we know the world and still love it?” By asking the follow-up
question, “What will we do with what we know?” Garber connects these most
challenging questions of life with the most important task: linking what we
believe with what we do. He charts a vision for vocation, not just our careers,
that will guide us to live a full, integrated life.
• Explains the difference between vocation and career
• Draws on literature to show that we must imitate the vocation of God
• Examines our most basic of human motivations: What will I do with
what I know?
• Explores how we are responsible for how the world is
• Uses decades of experience in this field to work through critical questions
of exhibiting grace for the common good
Author Biography

Visions of Vocation: Common Grace for the Common Good
February 2014
$16, 256 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-3666-6

Steven Garber is the principal of the Washington Institute
for Faith, Vocation & Culture, which is focused on reframing
the way people understand life, especially the meaning of
vocation and the common good. A consultant to foundations,
corporations and schools, he is a teacher of many people in
many places. The author of The Fabric of Faithfulness, he is also a
contributor to the books Faith Goes to Work: Reflections from the
Marketplace and Get Up Off Your Knees: Preaching the U2 Catalog.
washingtoninst.org

“If I could sit at the feet of anyone to learn about vocation, it would be Steven Garber. Tuck yourself
away in a corner with these pages and prepare your heart and soul to dream again. In a culture where
imaginations are running dry, Garber floods your mind with the possibilities of what your role might be
in putting the world back together, one vocation at a time.”
—GABE LYONS, author of The Next Christians and founder, Q Ideas
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If you are looking for strong, newsworthy content, here are some of our
backlist titles you may have missed:
Playing God: Redeeming the Gift of Power
$25, 288 pages, hardcover
978-0-8308-3765-6
It’s time to change the conversation about power. Just as he illuminated the Christian calling to create
culture in Culture Making, Andy Crouch now reveals the nature of true power in a world of idolatry and
injustice in Playing God: Redeeming the Gift of Power. Crouch demonstrates that true power is a gift worth seeking
and stewarding well because when we exercise it, we display the image of God and bring about the human
flourishing God intended.
Troubled Minds: Mental Illness and the Church’s Mission
$16, 222 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-4304-6
Amy Simpson calls the church to a renewed commitment to people who suffer from mental illness and to
the families that suffer with them. Drawing on her own family’s history of mental illness, Simpson
provides a bracing look at the social and physical realities of mental illness and explores new possibilities
for ministry to this stigmatized group.

Eat with Joy: Redeeming God’s Gift of Food
$16, 208 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-3658-1
In Eat with Joy, Rachel Stone explores a practical theology of eating in the twenty-first century. Showing that
God wants us to delight in our food, Stone digs into the implications of our modern culture of eating and
how our inherent angst toward eating can effectively push us further away from our Creator.

Luminous: Living the Presence and Power of Jesus
$16, 208 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-3580-5
When pastor David Beck went to Haiti with a ministry team he found himself deeply experiencing the
power of being Christ’s own hands and feet. Luminous explores what it means to live out the reality of the
incarnation, emphasizing the purpose, presence, power and peace Christ offers us and we in turn extend
to the world.

Making Neighborhoods Whole: A Handbook for Christian Community Development
$16, 182 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-3756-4
In this handbook, civil rights leader John Perkins and Christian Community Development Association
(CCDA) president Wayne Gordon revisit the founding principles of the CCDA and seek to address the
emerging priorities of Christian community development today. Making Neighborhoods Whole will serve as the
go-to textbook for practitioners of urban ministry and community development, and as an ideal starting
place for anyone interested in community renewal.
In Search of Deep Faith: A Pilgrimage into the Beauty, Goodness and Heart of Christianity
$17, 320 pages, paperback
978-0-8308-3774-8
Follow pastor Jim Belcher and his family as they take a pilgrimage through Europe, seeking substance for
their faith in Christianity’s historic, civilizational home. What they find, in places like Lewis’s Oxford
and Bonhoeffer’s Germany, are glimpses of another kind of faith—one with power to cut through
centuries and pierce our hearts today.
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Alisse Wissman
Print Publicist
awissman@ivpress.com
630.734.4059
Are you looking for strong resources and experts for your newspaper or magazine article?
I can help you find topics and authors that will significantly aid your research. Our books
speak on a wide range of subjects, and many of our authors are experts in their fields with
solid experience. Don’t see what you need on our website? I can also let you know what’s “in
the works” at InterVarsity Press by giving updates on books and authors to be published in
the not-so-distant future.

Krista Carnet
Broadcast Publicist
kkcarnet@ivpress.com
630.734.4013
If you’re looking for an expert guest for your radio or television program, I’ll help you find
someone who will offer solid insights on church history, pop culture, politics or whatever
topic you’re discussing. I will also do my best to keep you informed about authors and books
that address timely issues and breaking news.

Adrianna Wright
Online Publicist
awright@ivpress.com
630.734.4096
In need of quality content for your website? How about a book to review on your blog? Or
maybe you’d like an author to quote in an article or to interview for a podcast? I’d love to
assist you with whatever you need in a timely fashion. I can provide you with review copies
and offer book and author recommendations, as well as set up author interviews as needed.
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Making Your Job Easier
We know you’re busy. We know you have looming deadlines and airtime to
fill and blog posts to write (pick all that apply). But we want to help you.
Whether you need a new idea or an expert source, please consider doing any
or all of the following:
•

Pick up this book and flip through it.

•

Visit the Media Idea Center at ivpress.com/media.

•

See what we’re excited about over on the InterVarsity Press Facebook
page: www.facebook.com/intervarsitypress.

•

Catch breaking news on our Twitter feed: @ivpress.

630.734.4096

To receive a review copy of any of the books in this catalog, or to schedule
an interview with an author, please contact us. We look forward to
working with you!
Alisse Wissman

ivpress.com/media

Krista Carnet

Adrianna Wright

